About the project
AHIR (YESTERDAY) is an interdisciplinary circus show that unites body, light and sound and speaks to us about the relationship of the past with the present. A risky and poetic journey; sometimes raw, also fresh and always sincere. A space where memories and imagination are mixed. Yesterday is a piece dedicated to all those people who at some point have sought, in their past, some answer or some longing.

Current status and forecast
AHIR (YESTERDAY) has been premiered and it's tour is already starting in Catalonia and Spain during this first mid of 2021. We are ready to tour internationally and receiving the first international bookings for late 2021.

Artistic staff

Collaborators and accomplices
Teatre Nacional de Catalunya, Generalitat de Catalunya - Departament de Cultura

About the company
Animal Religion is a circus company that researches new paths through interdisciplinarity of circus, light art and music. We’ve created shows with very different formats collaborating with more than 30 international artists along our history. We've received the support of institutions and festivals such as the TNC, FiraTàrrega, Mercat de les Flors, TNT Festival and Barcelona Auditorium.

CONTACT
Jaume Nieto (Tour producer)
jaume.nieto@imagin.art +34675655724